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None of the pleasantest, he concluded, when he saw the fixed
Voltairean smile on the worried Platonist's toothless mouth
changed into a round gutter-pipe hole as he re-entered.
Teucer Wye's mouth began indeed to emit a sound that
resembled a whistle as he followed his guest into the room.
"Whew! Whew!" it susurrated; and combined with the ex-
pression in his blue eyes the look of this whistling mouth gave
our friend a very uneasy feeling.
But trouble was in the air at Glymes just then, literally as
well as metaphorically; for ever since they had finished tea
the wind had been steadily gathering force; and now, although
the window was shut and bolted, it rattled in a most disturbing
manner in its wooden frame.
"Was there a wind like this at Maiden Castle?99 This remark
of Nancy's, addressed in a subdued tone to her husband, re-
ceived no answer from Uryen Quirm.
"Let's have something to scoop it up with, Thuella!" the
man exclaimed impatiently. "And glasses or anything you like,
to drink it out of."
Meanwhile, since Mr. Wye was apparently buried in his
shelf of the Loeb Classics and was keeping his slim back, in
its elegant peat-smelling coat, turned so long to the company
that Dud had time to notice how high his shoulders were and
how his left shoulder was higher than his right, Claudius
helped Jenny Dearth to move some flower-pots from a little
round table and pull it out into the middle of the room.
By this time the door had begun rattling as well as the win-
dow, and long-drawn eerie wailings became audible high up in
the chimney. There began too a very singular sound at the top
of the house which for a while completely puzzled No-man.
It was neither as loud nor as near as the creakings of doors and
rattlings of windows, nor was it so emphatic as the crying of
the wind in the chimney; but it struck No-man's ears as a
sound with a quality in it completely different from either of
these, different indeed from anything he had ever heard.
When he first caught it, it came to him, faint and muted as it
was, with the kind of shock that our animal nature receives
when it touches the Unknown. He could not have analysed the
nature of this shock, or even have said whether it was menacing
or the reverse: it was simply outside his experience.
As he listened to it, itjbecame more pronounced and then

